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We are eating more meat than ever. In Denmark alone more than 125 million production animals are slaughtered 
every year. But when we look at the supermarket display cabinets we don’t see dead animals. We see supper in 
cellophane. Maybe it’s time for a reality check. Do YOU have the guts to look your supermarket display in the face?

Three young carnivorous foodies go head to head in each programme. They battle to make their favourite dishes, 
all of which have one thing in common: the prime ingredient is meat from the same animal. The contestants start 
out thinking they’ll be competing in a classic cooking competition like the Great British Bake Off. They think that all 
the ingredients will be lined up waiting for them in the studio kitchen, but they soon discover that the meat for their 
favourite recipe is missing.
 
The studio doors burst open to reveal livestock. If they’re to cook their favourites, an animal must die. The contestants 
now have to decide whether to go along to the abattoir, kill and butcher the animal required. The presenter and butcher 
leave the contestants alone with the animal to weigh up whether to go or not.  Will they have it in them to kill the animal? 
Can they cut it up? Can they use the meat for their recipe having looked the live animals in the face? Some people don’t 
care either way; others are idealists. Some love animals, others are blasé urbanites. The cast will be chosen to ensure 
as much argument, debate and closure as possible. The presenter will ask the contestants what they have decided, and 
then despatch them to the abattoir with the beast.
 
At the abattoir, the contestants take part to the greatest possible extent every step of the way. They can leave the 
slaughterhouse at any time if things get too gut-wrenching or distressing for them. If they do, once they’re outside 
they will be asked about their decision and their reactions in the abattoir. Once the animal has been butchered the 
contestants return to the studio kitchen with the meat. They now have an hour and a half to cook up their favourite dish. 
A celebrity chef will be present as they do so, and they each get one chance to ask him or her for advice.
The chef will also taste the finished dishes and finally pick the winner.

As each programme proceeds we will also learn more about ”tonight’s animal”. EFP will be used to reveal stuff like: 
• How high is a pig’s IQ?
• Do cats have feelings?
• Do humans and lambs have different pain thresholds?
• Can chickens think?
• Does a bunny possess a sexuality?

The aim of the series is to get people talking about our hypocrisy and the way we insulate ourselves from the harsh facts 
behind our shopping and eating habits.

A Dish To Die For is not about being the best cook, but about how we relate to the animals we eat. It shows us the 
journey meat takes from live animal to supermarket display, and spotlights the way we’ve become alienated from the 
animals that live, die and end up on our dinner tables. The series provokes us by asking if we, too, would be prepared 
to kill.

Am I a hypocrite for enjoying my pork chop but can’t bear the thought that the pig in front of me must die? Are some 
animals more equal than others because they’re cuter? What do I really know about the meat I buy?
A Dish To Die For won’t wag any fingers or tell you whether being a meat eater or a vegetarian is most correct, or whether 
the life an animal lives before it goes to the abattoir or the quality of the meat is what matters most. The programme 
will make us question our own alienation or hypocrisy, and provide solid foundations for thoughtful shopping choices 
by people who know why they decide to live and eat the way they do.
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Webisodes

Otto – when the Christmas roast is given a name. Concurrently with the television series A Dish To Die For a social media 
investigation will be created in which viewers follow Otto’s piggy life in 21 webisodes, Facebook debate, Instagram snaps 
and Twitter, and appearances on talk shows, in the papers, etc. The experiment will follow the process and the thoughts 
viewers and the presenters – Thomas Skov and his wife – undergo as they become familiar with their Christmas dinner. 
Our pig will go from anonymous production porker to public pet pig. The viewers will ultimately determine Otto’s fate. 
Will he be put to the knife and end up as Christmas dinner, or will he be given a reprieve?

Press release, A Dish To Die For, programme 1

Julia, Kristian and Herdis are ready to compete in the kitchen but there’s no meat! Are they capable of looking a live 
chicken in the face and then killing it? And should we all be capable of doing so if we want to eat meat? Julia thinks 
about becoming a vegetarian, and Kristian, who is scared of living creatures and particularly of fluttering poultry, has 
to watch from a distance when it’s time to catch the chickens.

Press release, A Dish To Die For, programme 2

Alexander, Vibe and Nikolaj are ready to compete in the kitchen but there’s no rabbit. Are they capable of looking a live 
bunny in the face and then killing and eating it? Bunnies are soft and cute and nestle trustingly in their arms, and when 
the butcher tells them they’re going to have to club them on the head it’s a close call. Even cynical Nikolaj gets a lump 
in his throat.

Press release, A Dish To Die For, programme 3

Rima, Christoffer and Mikkel are ready to compete in the kitchen but there’s no lamb! Are they capable of looking a live 
lamb in the face and then killing it? Rima has never even seen a live lamb before. Will going to the abattoir to watch it 
die also kill her love of meat and fur coats?

Press release, A Dish To Die For, programme 4

Nanna, Mike and Catharina are ready to compete in the kitchen but there’s no veal. Are they capable of looking a live 
calf in the face and then killing it? Mike reckons killing animals is macho, but Nanna doesn’t consider that how far you’re 
prepared to go doesn’t depend on what you’ve got between your legs.

Press release, A Dish To Die For, programme 5

Janus, Sara and Catharina are ready to compete in the kitchen but there’s no pork. Are they capable of looking a live pig 
in the face and then killing it? Janus reckons that if you eat meat you’ve got to be able to kill it first, but it’s an attitude 
that provokes the girls.

Press release, A Dish To Die For, programme 6

Jason, Sarah and Maria are ready to compete in the kitchen but there’s no beef. Are they capable of looking a live steer 
in the face and then killing it? Maria, a farmer, feels right at home with tonight’s animal, trainee chef Sarah theoretically 
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